
 

Crofton Junior School  

Geography Knowledge Organiser – Earthquakes and Volcanoes (Year 3) 

 

Unit of Work Geography – Earthquakes and Volcanoes 

Text Driver the Unit of Work Links to Escape from Pompeii  
The Firework Maker’s Daughter 

Overview of the Unit of Work Pupils will learn about earthquakes and volcanoes. They will learn about the different types of volcanoes, how 
they are formed and where they can be found in the world. They will also learn about earthquakes and why 
they happen.  

Prior Learning  Pupils will be able to use their knowledge of Europe and map skills to identify where volcanoes are in the world 
and also countries which have experienced earthquakes.   

Sticky Knowledge Children will learn that: 

• The Earth has an inner and outer core, a mantle and a crust. The crust is the rocky surface that makes 
up the surface of the Earth and floats on top of the mantle. The crust has ‘cracks’ in it and so it is 
actually in pieces. These pieces are called plates. The plates move very slightly – by no more than a few 
centimetres a year – and when they do, earthquakes occur and volcanoes form or erupt. Plate tectonics 
provides an explanation of how earthquakes, mountains, volcanoes and oceans are formed. 

• The boundaries of the plates are called fault lines and movement along these lines causes earthquakes 
and volcanoes. The plates move in three different ways: 
- away from each other, which forms ridges 
- towards each other, which causes earthquakes and forms volcanoes and mountains 
- side by side, which causes earthquakes. 

• The Pacific Ring of Fire is an arc around the Pacific Ocean where most of the world’s volcanoes and 
earthquakes are formed. About three-quarters of the world's dormant and active volcanos are here. The 
ring is 25,000 miles (40,230 km) long, and there are 452 volcanoes on it. About 90 per cent of the 
world's earthquakes, including 15 per cent of the world's largest earthquakes occur along the Ring of 
Fire. The Ring of Fire is a result of plate tectonics – the movement and collision of the plates that make 
up the Earth’s crust. 



• The Pacific Ring of Fire is a result of plate tectonics: plates are colliding with each other which causes a 
process called subduction where one plate is pushed below another. The heat and the pressure forms 
mountains and volcanoes. 

• Earthquakes and volcanoes differ in their magnitude. Some are more violent than others. The scale for 
measuring the magnitude of earthquakes is called the Richter scale. 

• When earthquakes with high magnitude occur and volcanoes with high explosivity erupt they can cause 
natural disasters. 

• Natural disasters caused by earthquakes and volcanoes e.g. Mount Vesuvius in Pompeii (link to History 
and English unit) 

New Vocabulary earthquakes: shaking of the ground caused by movement of the Earth's crust 
volcanoes: mountains from which lava, gas, steam and ash from inside the Earth sometimes burst 
erupt: to start suddenly or violently with great force 
dormant: not active, but capable of becoming active in the future 
collision: when one moving object hits another 
magnitude: the size or scale of something 
meteoric: sudden and extremely strong 
intensity: magnitude 
tsunami: a very large wave, caused by an earthquake 

Post Learning South America: Population, Rivers & Mountains – Year 5 
 

 

 


